Job Description: Yeast Lab Specialist
Status: Part-time Intern
Reports to: Brewmaster

ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW
Thieme & Wagner Brewing Co. was originally founded in 1863 by hard-working German immigrants Frederick Thieme and John Wagner. David Thieme is the great-great-great grandson of Frederick who restarted their brewery in 2017 after it was lost during prohibition.

We are actively seeking ingenuitive, self-motivated, enthusiastic individuals to work in our yeast lab, assisting with the care of our yeast production for our brewing process.

POSITION OVERVIEW
The Yeast Lab Specialist role consists of doing all that is necessary for yeast development. Detailed responsibilities are as follows:

• Maintain proper sanitization processes for all steps in the process.
• Evaluate current and future yeast needs of the brewhouse.
• Work with Brewmaster on developing better cultures and preventing yeast-derived off-flavors in beer
• Evaluate current operations and make improvements as needed.
• Participate in a week long sanitation training program in August 2020.

PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
• Brings positive energy and a strong work ethic to the job and all engagements.
• Operates with flexibility in their ideas, schedules, and dealing with change.
• Has entrepreneurial spirit in running their lab
• Exhibits a team player attitude.
• Builds on personal knowledge base eagerly and willing—intellectually curious.
• Communicates clearly and thoughtfully.

IDEAL CRITERIA OF CANDIDATE
• Current college student at Purdue University.
• Pursuing a bachelor’s degree in Agriculture, Food Science, Microbiology or related field.
• Maintain a minimum GPA 2.5/4.0 or equivalent.
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills.
• Is at least 21 years of age
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

• Demonstrated skills and abilities in building connections with peers and professionals.
• Excellent oral and written communication, interpersonal, and organizational skills required.
• Must be able and willing to travel to and from brewery in downtown Lafayette.

WORKLOAD ESTIMATE

• Estimate 5-10 hours per week.
• Scheduling will be up to candidate with some restrictions
• Pre-approved expenses for related work will be reimbursed.

Interested candidates should send resumes, inquires, and questions to:

David Thieme
Brewmaster, Thieme & Wagner Brewing Co.
thiemeandwagnerbrewery@gmail.com
(765)607-4804